
Oregon Housing Justice Forum: Catalyzing Change, Building Power
Virtual Kick-Off: May 12, 2022
In-Person Gathering:  June 27-29, Lincoln City, Oregon

We’re looking for PARTICIPANTS who:

● Are actively engaged in advocacy (broadly defined) whether focused specifically on

housing issues, or other advocacy with a strong connection to housing: for example

people who are working on health, transportation, labor, or environmental justice issues

who can describe a strong connection with housing issues

● Have a commitment to equity and inclusion reflected in their actions and relationships in

community

● Have strong connections to communities of color and other groups whose housing

experiences are defined by structural disparities

● Are actively working on changing unjust systems, and bring vision and creativity to the

conversation - people who can see and describe the big picture of the future they want,

and make connections across issues

● Are leaders and advocates - especially from BIPOC communities often denied these

kinds of opportunities - eager to increase their impact on housing issues in their

communities, by building stronger relationships with others, deepening their

understanding of housing issues and opportunities, and collaborating on a larger vision

of housing justice

We’re looking for a GROUP that collectively will:

● Represent all corners of Oregon

● Reflect the diversity of the State (in terms of race, ethnicity, life experience, sex, sexual

orientation, disability, age, class background, and religion) and center the voices,

priorities and experiences of those who have historically experienced systemic housing

injustices

● Include both more experienced housing leaders and emerging leaders looking to expand

their connections and trusted relationships within housing advocacy, with a focus on

supporting and elevating leaders and communities who have often been excluded from

past planning and strategy around housing

● Include a range of ideological and policy approaches to solving housing issues

● Include people with a mix of roles and connections to housing work, including grassroots

organizers, policy experts, direct service providers working for systems change, and

people with lived experience of housing challenges

● Have good connections to related issues including health, labor, environmental justice,

and transportation advocacy

● Be eager to expand the circle of engagement and collaboration beyond this group


